Editorial
Begins the year 2019 with the satisfaction of having included Luz magazine in 2018 in the
DOAJ database, decisive to continue its indexing in other prestigious databases. We were also
accepted by the networks of Latin American and Latin American Latin American magazines.
In this edition of Luz, we present two works dedicated to the development of communicative
skills: Development of communication skills in students of the career of Social Communication,
of Ecuadorian authors, who concentrate on the communicative competence of this professional
future and need those skills basic for the performance of the profession, from the stimulation of
assertive communication; On the other hand The development of communicative skills in
students of the Degree in Primary Education, which is based on the assumptions of the
professional approach, from the integration of the discursive, linguistic and methodological to
achieve that the graduates use their knowledge and skills to face and give solution to the
problems of the labor practice and its daily actions.
The permanent training of Ecuadorian teachers for family guidance in the context of the
relationship school family, is an article by an Ecuadorian author in co-authorship with the
University of Holguin, one of them, Ph. D. Alberto Medina, died shortly after of the delivery of
the article, so perhaps this is one of his last contributions to scientific research, we take the
opportunity to remember his dedication and professionalism as an educator, researcher, and
referee of our magazine.
The articles related to technical and professional education continue to occupy an important
space in our publication, especially those that deal with the subject of labor training, although
they also appear related to environmental education. It is offered to the investigating readers:
Methodological suggestions to solve mathematical problems that stimulate the development of
labor qualities in the students of Technician Medium in Accounting; The sources of energy in
the Practical subject of Production and Services; Theoretical considerations about the teacher's
preparation to direct the environmental education of the Medium Construction Technician;
Proposal of teaching tasks that favor the environmental education of the students of the
specialty Integral Craft and The Management of the information for the educational
improvement in the Faculty of Technical Sciences.
The interesting work is offered by the University of Guantánamo: The school-mass media
relationship. An approach to their categories, based on the individual's preparation for a critical
understanding of the knowledge and experiences they face in everyday life, and how to use that
accumulation of wisdom in the preservation and transformation of the natural and social
environment that surrounds. Another issue that is always central is that related to reading, taking
into account the deficiencies that exist in this area at all levels of education, not only in the
country, but internationally, we also offer: Reading habits from the guiding function of the
teacher.
Two articles have as a central axis of the research developed by their authors, the research work
training, they are: The methodological work in the main discipline integradora labor-research
training. A useful tool for your direction and The Treatment to Job Training in the Career
Bachelor of Preschool Education.
The Luz module, on the other hand, offers as its first delivery this year: The dialectic: epistemic
essence that brings originality and authenticity to the José de la Luz´ philosophical thought,
directed by the author to the determination of the connections, manifestations and mediations
derived from the dialectic of the notable Cuban thinker and his link with significant materialist
approaches on different cognitive, methodological, scientific-natural and social problems.
The editor
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